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A GENERAL THEOREM  FOR  DECOMPOSITION
OF  LINEAR  RANDOM PROCESSES

D.  J.   HEBERT,  JR.

Abstract. Let E and F be locally convex spaces in duality and

let / be a linear random process indexed by F such that the corre-

sponding cylindrical measure is a Radon measure. It is shown

without any assumptions of metrizability or countability that there

is an equivalent process with continuous linear trajectories.

1. Introduction. A fundamental theorem in the theory of generalized

random processes and Radonifying maps may be stated roughly as follows :

If/ is a linear random process indexed by the dual F of a locally convex

space £ whose compact subsets are metrizable, and if the cylinder measure

induced by/is a Radon measure on E, then there is a measurable map g

with values in E which decomposes/, i.e., (g(t),y)=[f(y)](t) a.e. for each

y in F. As noted by L. Schwartz in [4, (XIII. 5)], the theory of Radonifying

maps often introduces spaces in which compact sets are not metrizable. It

is desirable to find a more general version of this theorem which does not

assume metrizability of compact subsets. The purpose of this article is to

establish such a result.

2. Preliminaries. Let E and F be real locally convex Hausdorff linear

topological spaces in duality. Let / denote the collection of all finite

(ordered) linearly independent subsets of/7. If a is in / then Fa is the linear

span of a, and a^b means Fa is contained in Fb. For each a in I there is a

natural mapping pa of E onto the dual Ea of Fa; for x in E, pa(x) is the

restriction of x, considered as a linear functional, to Fa. If a^b there is a

similar natural mappab of Eb onto Ea. Ifpaa is the identity map on Ea, then

since for a^b^c, pac=pab °pbc and since the maps/?ai) are continuous,

linear, and surjective, the family (Ea,pab) forms a projective system of

linear topological spaces. The maps pa form a consistent family of con-

tinuous linear maps sincepa=pab ° pb for a^b. Since F separates the points

of E, the maps/?a separate the points of E; i.e., if x^y in E then for some

a, Pa(x)^pa(y).
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If (Q., ¡F, fi) is a finite measure space, then L"=L0(Ü., F, p) denotes the

space of ¿¿-equivalence classes of J^-measurable real valued functions.

A version of a member / of £° is an element of the equivalence class of /. A

linear mapping of £ into £° is called a linear process indexed by £. A

version of a linear process/is a linear mappings of £ into the space of all

measurable functions such that for each y in £, g(y) e f(y). A version g of

a linear process/has continuous linear trajectories if for almost all / in Q,

[g(-)](t) is a continuous linear function on £. If a version g off has con-

tinuous linear trajectories, then the function h of Q. into £ defined by

(h(t),y)=[g(y)](t) is called a decomposition of/into E.

For each a in I let 38a be the Borel cr-field of Ea, and define ^ to be the

collection of all subsets of £ of the form päl(B) for B in 38a, and a in /.

Members of ^ are called cylinder sets of £. Let/be a linear process in-

dexed by £, mapping £ into L°(Q, ÍF, p). For each a in I there is a

measurable map/, of Q. into Ea defined as follows: If a={yx, • ■ ■ ,yn},

let/* be a version of f(yk) and define fa(t) = (fx(t), ■ ■ • ,/„(0) in £»• If

a={_y} we write/, instead of/0. If j is in Fa and j= 2 Kyk then (fa(t),y) =

2f\fí.(í)=[/0')](0> a.e. (¿t). For each a, the Borel measure Xa=fa(p)

defined by Xa(B)=/u(fä1(B)) is independent of the version of/,. If a_è

then paifb(co) =fa(co) a.e. and/>0¡,(A¡,)=A0. The finitely additive function X

defined on ÍÍ by the formula X(p~1(B))=Xa(B) is called the cylinder

measure induced by/ Linear processes/and g indexed by £ with values in

possibly different spaces £° are said to be equivalent if they determine the

same cylinder measure.

The statement that A is contained in B, a.e. (p), means that IA^IB,

a.e. (p.), where IA, IB are the indicator (characteristic) functions for A and

B respectively.

Let £* denote the algebraic dual of £. For each a in I there is a natural

map 7T„ of £* onto Ea defined by (tra(x),y) = (x,y) for x in£* and y in £0.

Let cë* denote the collection of cylinder sets of £* (sets of the form ^^(B),

B in 3Sa, a in 7). If X is a cylinder measure on £ determined by a linear proc-

ess/then there is a cylinder measure X' on £* defined by X'(rr~1(B)) =

Xa(B)=p(f~1(B)) = X(p~1(B)). By a theorem of Bochner, (cf. Badrikian

[1]), the cylinder measure X' extends to a (countably additive) measure on

cEë*, the cr-algebra generated by c€*. Suppose X extends to a bounded

Radon measure on £, i.e., a finite measure on the Borel sets of £ such that

X(B) = swp{X(C): C is a compact subset of £} for each Borel set B. The

A'-outer measure of £ in £* is then X(E), for if £ is contained in the union

of a sequence of sets 7r~^(An), where An is in 38a^, then £ is contained in the

union of the sequence -{pal(An)}; hence

X(E) = X([j p-l(An)) = J Kpt<4¿) = 2 *'«(¿*)).
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3. The shadow of a compact subset of E. In this section, Tis a Hausdorff

topological space, p is a bounded Radon measure on T and /is a linear

process indexed by F, mapping F into L°(T, p). Suppose that K is a com-

pact subset of E. Let Ka=pa(K) and assume that inf{Xa(Ka):a e 7}=c>0,

where X is the cylinder measure induced by / and Xa=pa(X) as before.

Restricting the maps pa and pab to K and Kb, the family (ATa, /?a!)) forms a

projective system of topological spaces and the maps pa form a consistent

family of continuous maps which separate the points of K. If ya is the

restriction of Xa to K then the family of measures ya forms a subprojective

system, i.e.,pab(yb)^ya. A fundamental proposition in Bourbaki [2, p. 51]

states that there is a unique bounded Radon measure y on K such that

y(C) = inf{ya(pa(C)):a e 1} for each compact subset C of K. If y extends to

a Radon measure on E then 7 is the restriction of X to K [2, p. 52].

Consider the projective system (ra, iab) where Ta=T and z'a& is the

identity map. Let Ma=fä1(Ka) and let ra be the restriction of p to Ma.

Note then that/>a)=ya. If a<:b then since/„=/?„„ °/6, a.e. 00, Mb is

contained in Ma, a.e. (/¿). Since for each Borel set A of T, iab(vb)(A) =

vb(A)=p(AC^Mb)^p(AC\Ma) = va(A), the family of measures va forms a

subprojective system. It follows as before that there is a unique bounded

Radon measure v onT such that v(C)=ini{va(C):a e /} for each compact

subset C of T. For each a, va is absolutely continuous with respect to p,

hence v is absolutely continuous with respect to p. Let r be the Radon-

Nikodym derivative of v with respect to p. The support M of r is called the

shadow of Kin T (M={t:r(t)^fy). The following lemmas give the main

properties of M.

3.1. Lemma.    Af is contained in Ma, a.e. (p).

Proof. It suffices to show that r=0, a.e. (p), on the complement of Ma.

If Q is the complement of Ma, then je r dp = vQ^va(Q)=0. Since r is

nonnegative, /-=0, a.e. (p), on ß.

3.2. Lemma.    p(M) = inf{p(Ma):a e I}. Hence

v(T) = p(M) = inî{ya(Ka):a e 1} = iflfíAíJTJia 6/} = c.

If X extends to a Radon measure on E, then p(M)=X(K).

Proof. For e>0 there is a compact subset C of T such that v(C)^

v(T)-e. For each a, p(Ma)^p(MaC\C) = va(C)^v(C)^v(T)-s. So c=

inî{p(Ma):a eI}^.v(T). Now for ô>0 choose a compact set D such that

v(D)^v(T)-ó. Since p(Ma)=Xa(Ka)^c for each a, va(D)=p(DC\Ma)^

c—ô for each a. Hence v(D)=inî{va(D)=a e A}^.c— ô. This implies

v(T)^c-d.
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3.3. Lemma. If X extends to a bounded Radon measure on E, then for

each a in I and for each A in 38 a, the following properties hold:

(i) X(p-\A)nK)=inf{X(p-\A)^pt(Kb)):beI};

(ii) p(f-\A)r^M)^inf{p(f-\A)nMh):b el};
(iii) X(p-\A)npt(Kb))=p(f-\A)nMb)for each b^a;

(iv) X(pf(A)rMC)=p(f-\A)nM).

Proof, (i) For s>0 pick ¿>=a such that X(pZ\Kb))-X(K)<e; then

X(p~\A)r\p-bx(Kb))-X(p-l(A)r\K)<e, since/^(T^) contains K.

(ii) For e>0, Lemma 3.2 provides ¿>_a such that p(Mb)—p(M)<s;

then since Ma contains M a.e., p(f~1(A) r\Mb)—p(fâ1(A)C\M)<s.

X(pZ\A)r\p?(Kh)) = X(Pbl op-b\A)npb\Kb))

= p(f^(pâl(A)nKb)) = p(f~\A)nMb).

(iv) follows from (i), (ii), and (iii).

3.4. Lemma.    The restriction of p to M is v.

Proof. If C is a compact subset of M, then for each a in I, Ma contains

C, a.e. (p), by Lemma 3.1. It follows that va(C)=p(Cr\Ma)=p(C), hence

v(C)=p(C).

3.5. Lemma. Ifh(y) is the restriction of f(y) to M for each y in F, then

h is a linear mapping of F into Lco(M, v).

Proof. If y e F then py(K)=Ky is a compact set of real numbers;

hence Ky is contained in an interval of the form [—m, m\. Let A be the

subset of £on which \fi(t)\>m (fy is a version off(y)). Since fyx\—m, m]

contains fy1(Ky) = My which contains M, a.e. (p), it follows that v(A)=0.

3.6. Lemma. There is a mapping g of M into F* such that (g(t),y) =

fy(t), a.e. (v),for each y in F.

Proof. By the lifting theorem of Ionescu-Tulcea [3], there is a linear

mapping p of LX(M, v) into JE"a(M, v), the space of all bounded measur-

able functions on £, suchthat p(l)eh for each /in £C0(M, v). Let (g(t),y) =

[p ° h(y)](t), where h(y) is the restriction of f(y) to M, for each y in £.

Now suppose that K and £ are compact subsets of £ such that K is a

subset of £. Let M and N be the shadows of K and £ respectively in £.

Assume also that 0<c = inf{Xa(Ka):a e 1} and 0<d=inf{Xa(La):a e I}.

3.7. Lemma.    M is contained in N, a.e. (p).

Proof. Let Ma=/¡"1(£a) and let Na=fâ1(La) for each a. There are

increasing sequences (ak) and (bk) in / such that c=inf{Xa (Ka )} =

inf{p(Ma )} and d=inf{p(Nb )}. For each k choose ek^.ak, bk, ek_x. Now
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since p(Ma)^p(Me) and M,ti contains Mv a.e. (p), inf{p(Mej)} = c=

p(f] Me¡). Since Ma contains M, a.e. (p), for each a, f) M contains M,

a.e. (p), and since p(M) = c=p(f] Me), by Lemma 3.2, it follows that

M=f] MCk, a.e. (p). By similar reasoning N=f~) Ne , a.e. (p). Since for

each k, NBk contains Me , a.e. (p), N contains M, a.e. (p).

4. Statement and proof of the theorem.

Theorem. If E and F are locally convex spaces in duality and f is a

linear process mapping F into L°(T, p) where T is a Hausdorjf space and p

is a bounded Radon measure on T, and if the cylinder measure induced by f

has an extension which is a Radon measure on E, then there is a subset W of

T, a sub-a-algebra ¡F of the Bor el sets of W, a measure v on ¡F, and a linear

process h mapping F into L"(W, !F', v) such that h is equivalent to f and h

has a version with continuous linear trajectories.

Proof. Choose an increasing sequence (Kn) of compact subsets of E

such that, for each n, X(Kn) = cn^X(E)- Ijn. Let M" be the shadow of Kn

in T, let pn be the restriction of p to M" and let gn be a mapping of Mn

into F* such that (gn(t),y)=fv(t), a.e. (pn), as in Lemma 3.6. Let 7v*" be the

union of the sets Mk for k^n and define g(t)=gn(t) for t in Nn—Nn~1. If

Y is the union of the sets Mn, then (g(t),y)—fv(t), a.e. (p), on the set Y.

Since A(£)=sup X(Kn) = sun p(Mn) by Lemma 3.2, p( Y) = X(E). Let p0 he

the restriction of p to the Borel sets of Y of the form g~x(S) for S in o*€*.

For each Borel set A of Ea,

Mg-1 •*â\A)) = p[Y nr'o^o)l -/»IU (#B - JV"-1) r\fz\A)]

= p[Y ryf-\A)] = sup MM» r\fz\A))

= sup X(Kn np-\A)) = X(p-\A)) = ¿WO!)).

Let W=g~1(E). If p* is the outer measure induced by p0 on subsets of Y

then since the A'-outer measure of E is X(E),

pt(W) = inf{p0(g^(A)):A e o%*, W g g-'(A)}

= inï{X'(A):A e o%*, E s A) = X(E) = p0(Y).

Let J2" be the ff-field consisting of sets of the form g~x(A) CMVïox Aina'W*.

Define v(g~1(A)nW)=p0(g-1(A)) = X'(A) for each A in eríí*; then v is a

measure on J^. If [hy](t)=pv og(t) = (g(t),y) for each y in F and / in W,

then A is a (version with continuous linear trajectories of a) linear process

mapping F into L°(W, !F, v). The cylinder measure induced by A is A so

that h and/are equivalent processes.

Remark. The theorem mentioned in the introduction is contained in

the above. If there is a countable cofinal family of finite dimensional sub-

spaces of F, in particular, if compact subsets of £ are metrizable, then the
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compact sets Kn in the preceding proof are members of <fë* (Kn =

H •n'ö1(£a) can be expressed as a countable intersection). It follows that

Y=g~1(\J Kn) a.e.; hence g can be redefined as a version of/with con-

tinuous linear trajectories.
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